Summer, 2017

Free
“Atomic Diversity”
Some people are calling this
opportunity for charge diversity
here in Decatur, IL, The New
Nucleus Plan, or “Atomic Diversity.” They call it “Atomic diversity” because like the nucleus of
an atom needs balanced positive
and negative charges (protons and
neutrons) to survive, a
community needs
+
balanced positive and
negative charges to
survive. Atomic Diversity will make
struggling communities brand
new. But what exactly is it? We’ll
find out after a little background
about nonprofit organizations.
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Experience shows that some
organizations tend over time to
become incompatible with other
organizations. At worse, they may
even resist compatibility. A wall
that many people have felt when
they’ve been rejected just for trying to help. This hurts charitable
organizations the most because
their interests are not meant to be
isolating and self-absorbed, but to
include and help people.
For example, when a member
of Clean Law™ tried to file for nonprofit status with the state, he
questioned it because the
statutory “director” mold, from his
experience, excludes people who
become positionally challenged
and not created equal. Within an
organization, this can become
counter-productive to charitable
activities and most productive
towards director activities.

The old mold has been known to
tear organizations apart.
Ironically, his state representative’s representative rejected a
new initiative to modify the state
statute so that positionally
challenged people could be
created equal. Clean Law™ was
excluded from its own work of
helping challenged people.
This closed door sealed shut
led to a plan to blow open the
doors of diversity for a brighter
future! A plan for an information
hub was born to share information
between nonprofit organizations.
And with it comes the opportunity
for Atomic Diversity.
Students at Millikin University
learn that people remember the
negative things seven times more
than they remember the positive.
Many papers, therefore, report
the expressed negatives seven
times more than the positives. So,
readers may only be able to
believe forty-nine times (seven
times seven) more negative than
positive. The English dictionary
even has almost twice as many negative emotional words as positive
emotional words to choose from
according to Psychology Today.
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Even our most permanent
court organization records only
the negative forevermore.
Our great-great-grandchildren,
therefore, will only be able to read
the negative about us. We may be
sinking ourselves by allowing the
super negative to live on and on
and on and by not allowing any
positive to have even a foot-hold
in our community.
Some of us feel the need to
balance this negative bias with
equal positive. Ray Williams with
Psychology Today says that it
takes 5-10 positive events to
counterbalance one negative
event. Atomic Diversity is
positively charged diversity.

The plan for a new nucleus is
to synchronize nonprofit organizations in a hub for shock waves of
free-flowing information, safety
awareness, and for promoting
super positivity to counter the
negativity with equal diversity.
Negative words, reports, &
records are sinking us.
Positive words, reports, & records will be a life preserver to
keep us afloat for our kids.

A new nucleus is the smartest
place for this atomic transformation of our community to
happen & to help out the most.
“A community that knows
together grows together”-AW
In the old nucleus, Clean Law™
tried for 10 years to get a day in
court to prove that scientific law
and courtroom “law” are opposite
from each other and that this puts
science students at risk. “Intellectual diversity in court,” says trial
scientist Aaron Wemple, “would
have been safer for students like
me. I learned the viced way that
grossly labeling people is how to
play the system. But I was taught
to find reality so I was misviced.”
Undiversified
legal practices
exaggerate, publish,
and record illegal activities
forevermore. Whereas diversified
legal practices would equally
publish and record
legal activities
forevermore. This is
charge diversity.
Undiversified psychology
practices teach,
diagnose and record
non-sanity. Diversified
psychology professsionals would equally teach,
diagnose, and record sane
symptoms. This is
professional
psychology
diversity. Can’t
free patients have both traits?
Clean Law™ is diversified scientific law and scientific psychology. This state-of-the-art practice
is ideal for innocent parents with
family issues who classically face
longer & more dangerous trial
duress than quilty criminals do.
Maximum public safety is our goal.

Big Step America!

But Why CLU?

A Universal Deceleration of
Human Rights is that everyone has
the right to form and to join trade
unions for the protection of his (or
her) interests. (United Nations)

Well, many innocent dads of
family court ask us, “Why did
court and its counselors abuse
me?” Many innocent moms of
other cases ask us, “Why didn’t
they ever care about me?” And
many children who survived them
cry, “Why didn’t I ever have my
own voice?! It’s all my fault!!!”

Starting the Clean Law™ Union
(CLU) was no easy decision. First,
the state statute doesn’t even
allow us to do what our trade is.
(Which is to equalize positionally
challenged people.) Secondly, we
want to be socially responsible
and limit excessive vertical dividing and horizontal dividing to keep
them from growing more & more
divided and more & more incomepatible, but this goes against their
grain too. And thirdly, CLU steps
the hardest on the biggest toes!
Sealed the Deal
Mr. Wemple says that, “after
losing my children because of inequality and games through 15
years of family court & witnessing
parents going through this every
day, rejection through 10 years of
case work trying to make things
fair & honest, and after losing my
mobility after 18 years in the
union, I went back to school at
Millikin one night a week in hopes
of continuing to help children. But
there were copyright violations
going on there so students like me
are deprived of our educations
without so much as a hearing for
siding with science & the EXPRESSED WRITTEN WILLS of authors
instead of violating facts & wills.”
So, this added the interest of
sacrificing to protect the expressed written wills of authors to also
helping fact-based people.
“I feel excluded or trapped in
wrong hood today every time I try
to do what I know is right.”-AW

Perhaps they all should have
had an equal voice in the decisions
over their life? But only an Autonomous Democracy could do that.
Maybe the scales of undiversified sides are a little bit uneven? I
mean, a retired judge even says
that this is futile. So, they must
need our help to diversify.
When farmers take grain to
ADM, those scales are regulated.
When we buy gasoline, those
pump interactions are regulated.
When we make food purchases, those taxes are regulated.
It’s time to regulate other
scales. Can you imagine if gas
stations regulated themselves?
Aren’t our children & future just as
important as grain and gasoline?
“Atomic Diversity,” within a
new information hub (or national
lab) fits this new community
improvement opportunity.
The Clean Law™ Practice

“For a balanced future.”
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